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Abstract

In 2014 leading publishers withdrew more than 120 nonsensical publications

automatically generated with the SCIgen program. Casual observations

suggested that similar problematic papers are still published and sold, without

follow-up retractions. No systematic screening has been performed and the

prevalence of such nonsensical publications in the scientific literature is

unknown. Our contribution is 2-fold. First, we designed a detector that combs

the scientific literature for grammar-based computer-generated papers.

Applied to SCIgen, it has a 83.6% precision. Second, we performed a

scientometric study of the 243 detected SCIgen-papers from 19 publishers. We

estimate the prevalence of SCIgen-papers to be 75 per million papers in Infor-

mation and Computing Sciences. Only 19% of the 243 problematic papers were

dealt with: formal retraction (12) or silent removal (34). Publishers still serve

and sometimes sell the remaining 197 papers without any caveat. We found

evidence of citation manipulation via edited SCIgen bibliographies. This work

reveals metric gaming up to the point of absurdity: fraudsters publish nonsen-

sical algorithmically generated papers featuring genuine references. It stresses

the need to screen papers for nonsense before peer-review and chase citation

manipulation in published papers. Overall, this is yet another illustration of

the harmful effects of the pressure to publish or perish.

1 | INTRODUCTION

Science is a cumulative process: new discoveries and
developments build on the body of literature. The quality
and credibility of future scientific results depend on the
soundness of the past published research. It also influ-
ences the trust people place in science.

And yet, despite having passed peer-review, nonsensi-
cal published papers get retracted regularly. More than
120 nonsensical papers in the field of engineering were
retracted from major publishers such as IEEE and

Springer (Van Noorden, 2014b). These passed peer-
review, were included in conference proceedings, and
distributed for a fee on the publishers' platforms. Any
reader with cursory knowledge in engineering instantly
notices the nonsensical nature of these papers: They were
generated by SCIgen,1 a software designed by three MIT
PhD students in 2005 to “maximize amusement rather
than coherence” (Ball, 2005). It takes as input authors'
names and generates meaningless sentences full of tech-
nical jargon, diagrams with random data, and non-
existing references with random titles and venues. It
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outputs a PDF looking like a scientific paper … but full of
gobbledegook.

There is a long tradition of building such grammar-
based generators, the most visible ones being the Dada
Engine2 (Bulhak, 1996) with the “pomo” grammar pro-
ducing “postmodern verbiage,” Mathgen,3 SCIgen-
Physics,4 and the Small Business Innovation Research5

(SBIR) grant proposal generator. Besides amusement,
tricksters have generated SCIgen “papers” to fool acade-
mia: CV padding (Van Noorden, 2014b), h-index gaming
(Delgado L�opez-C�ozar et al., 2014; Labbé, 2010), genera-
tion of pseudo-scientific lorem ipsum filler for predatory
journal and conference websites (Antkare, 2020).

The scientific community must wipe these nonsensi-
cal papers out of the published literature to enhance the
credibility of science. Following the reporting of more
than 120 nonsensical papers (Labbé & Labbé, 2013; Van
Noorden, 2014b), the two concerned publishers reacted
differently. Springer retracted the 18 incriminated
papers.6 They updated the publication records and the
proceedings available from SpringerLink, prefixing each
title with “Retracted” and erasing the content of the
paper. This episode had severe consequences: the Open
Access Scholarly Publishers Association placed Springer
under review between April and August 2014.7

Springer funded a project to design the SCIDetect soft-
ware8 classifying a given paper as generated or not
(Nguyen, 2018). This software has been integrated into
the editorial workflow to flag such computer-generated
submissions. The arXiv preprint server also screens the
incoming submissions to reject generated papers
(Ginsparg, 2014). In contrast, IEEE removed most of the
reported papers without providing any clue about their
past existence, their metadata, or their full-text.

Screening the entire literature for computer-generated
papers with methods by (Ginsparg, 2014; Labbé &
Labbé, 2013; Nguyen, 2018) requires the harvesting of each
paper in its full-text version so to classify it as generated or
not. To date, only a few stakeholders such as Google
Scholar and the Jawaharlal Nehru University in India
(Pulla, 2019) would be able to do so. This is a daunting
endeavor as scientists publish more than 1.4 million papers
a year (Schneegans, 2015, p. 36). The systematic identifica-
tion of algorithmically generated nonsensical papers
(henceforth simply referred to as “nonsensical papers”) in
the scientific literature is thus still an open issue.

This paper introduces two contributions:

• C1. We design a method to identify nonsensical papers
and assess their prevalence in the entire scientific liter-
ature. We focus on nonsensical papers generated with
a probabilistic context-free grammar, such as SCIgen
and Mathgen.9 We extract characteristic patterns from

the grammars that are run against an academic search
engine indexing scientific papers in full-text. This
approach is applied to identify SCIgen-based nonsensi-
cal papers from the entire literature. We evaluate its
effectiveness and report performance in terms of recall
and precision.

• C2. We present a scientometric report on the preva-
lence of SCIgen-generated papers to answer the follow-
ing questions. Which publishers are concerned? What
are the main characteristics of the nonsensical papers?
Which venues (among journals and conference proceed-
ings) and under which license (open/closed access)
those papers were published? Has anyone noticed these
absurd contents and reported this outrageous situation
where people are charged for absurd senseless contents?
Either authors (through author processing charges) or
readers (through subscriptions)? Are these problematic
papers cited and what do they cite?

The paper is organized as follows. We first review the
existing approaches to detect grammar-generated papers.
Then we introduce our first contribution: the detector of
grammar-generated nonsensical papers and its perfor-
mance in combing the scientific literature for SCIgen
papers. Our code is realized as Supporting information,
which enables anyone to re-run the nonsensical paper
detection in the future. As a second contribution, we then
perform a scientometric study of SCIgen papers in the
entire scientific literature and discuss their prevalence.

2 | HOW TO DETECT COMPUTER-
GENERATED PAPERS?

The SCIgen designers submitted a generated nonsensical
paper to a 2005 conference in computer science
(Ball, 2005). Surprisingly, it was accepted! This unfortu-
nate event triggered a new research question: Is it possi-
ble to automatically detect such computer-generated
papers? We focus on the generation method implemented
in SCIgen: a probabilistic context-free grammar (i.e., text-
generation rules applied at random). Several stylometric
methods have been investigated (Labbé et al., 2016). They
relate to authorship attribution and profiling tasks, and
we refer to (Savoy, 2020) for a comprehensive review on
that topic. Four types of methods were designed to tag a
candidate paper as generated or genuine.

2.1 | Word-based detection methods

Most of the published work analyzes the generated text.
Some approaches build a binary classifier to determine if
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a candidate document should be tagged as generated or
genuine. The features of such classifiers include statistics
on words (Amancio, 2015; Avros & Volkovich, 2018;
Lavoie & Krishnamoorthy, 2010; Williams & Giles, 2015)
or compression factor (Dalkilic et al., 2006), as the theory
of information states that random texts are less prone to
compression than genuine ones. This method is chal-
lenged when a scammer rewrites passages or includes
genuine text (Antkare, 2020, p. 186).

2.2 | Grammar-based detection method

Nguyen and Labbé (2018) aimed at flagging a given sen-
tence as being generated or not. The method computes a
grammatical structure similarity between the sentence
and a set of known generated sentences. The two syntax/
parse trees are processed with a tree matching algorithm
to identify their largest common subtree. The probability
of a sentence being generated is higher when this subtree
overlaps the syntax tree of a non-generated sentence.

2.3 | Characteristic phrase-based
detection method

Nguyen (2018, p. 22) described an internal
method Springer had designed to detect SCIgen papers,
which extracts characteristic phrases from a set of SCIgen
papers. A paper is flagged as generated based on the word-
level n-gram overlap between the tested paper and a refer-
ence set of generated papers. This method requires tuning
the n-gram threshold.

2.4 | Citation-based detection method

The method of Xiong and Huang (2009) tests the exis-
tence of the references with a web search engine. As
SCIgen generates all references by concatenating fixed
strings picked at random, this approach proved successful
on a dataset of 50 SCIgen and 50 genuine papers. As
opposed to the three previous methods, this citation-
based method does not require any example of generated
papers or any knowledge on the associated grammar.
However, this method is challenged when a scammer
inserts his/her own references in the generated text
(Antkare, 2020, p. 181).

To assess the prevalence of nonsensical papers in the
entire scientific literature, one needs to run one of
the aforementioned methods on each and every paper.
Many practical barriers need to be overcome: one needs
to collect papers in full-text (a pitfall when not published

as open access), get the right to text-mine them, and
devote sufficient computer power to process the resulting
massive amount of data.

In the next section, we present an original and more
efficient method that we designed to measure the preva-
lence of SCIgen papers in the entire scientific literature.

3 | NONSENSICAL PAPER
DETECTOR TARGETING THE
SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE

Section 3.1 describes our approach for day-to-day detec-
tion of computer-generated papers from the scientific lit-
erature. We then assess the effectiveness of our approach
to detected SCIgen-generated papers (Section 3.2).

3.1 | The “search and prune” method to
detect nonsensical papers

The “search and prune” method we designed to identify
papers generated by grammar has two steps.

3.1.1 | Searching for nonsensical candidate
papers

In this first step, an academic search engine is used to
retrieve all papers most likely to be generated by a given
grammar (and only them). These grammar-generated
papers contain fixed word sequences specified in the
grammar rules. The idea is to consider some of these
sequences as “fingerprints” of the grammar. Fingerprints
need to be specific of the grammar: these selected
sequences of words unlikely occur in non-generated gen-
uine papers. Word sequences with lower likelihood to
occur in the scientific literature are the most effective fin-
gerprints. This likelihood decreases as, on the one hand,
the sequence length increases and as, on the other
hand, the words are seldom used in the literature or they
feature the typos inadvertently made by the (human)
authors of the grammar. Examples of improbable word
sequences extracted from the SCIgen grammar include:

• “in fact, few futurists would disagree with”.
• “though many elide important experimental details,

we provide them here in gory detail.”
• “A well designed system that has bad performance is

of no use to any man, woman or animal.”
• Featuring typos:

� “but without all the unnecssary complexity.”
� “holds suprising results for patient reader.”
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The designer of the nonsensical paper detector iden-
tifies such fingerprints by running through the grammar
rules. The aim is to collect fingerprints so that at least
one fingerprint matches any possible generated paper. As
a guidance: one needs to find the subset of derivation
rules that will always be executed. For instance, the fin-
gerprints in Figure 1 cover all possible generated text.
Each fingerprint translates into a query that is submitted
to the academic search engine.

One ends up with a set of “fingerprint-queries” that
will match papers generated with the grammar under
study. This candidate set of potential nonsensical papers
is then passed to step 2, detailed in the next section.

3.1.2 | Pruning the set of candidate papers

A fingerprint-query retrieves many papers; most of them
are expected to be grammar-generated. Nonetheless, it is
also likely that fingerprints retrieve some genuine papers.
The pruning step intends to identify and remove these
false positives. One may use one of the methods listed in
Section 2.

Leveraging the results of the first step of our method,
we propose a new strategy implementing an approach of
burden of proof. The first step lists suspect documents,
that is, potentially grammar-generated. Each suspect is
ranked according to the number of hits, namely the num-
ber of fingerprint-queries that matched it. The more
fingerprints-queries retrieve a given document, the
more this document is likely to be grammar-generated
(true positive).

3.2 | Application: Detection of SCIgen-
generated papers

We apply the “search and prune” method to retrieve
SCIgen-generated papers from the scientific literature.

3.2.1 | Leveraging an academic search
engine indexing the literature in full-text

Our method requires the searching of fingerprint-queries
in the full-text of scholarly papers. We leverage a third-
party academic search engine to do so. The currently avail-
able options are reviewed in (Harzing, 2019; Visser
et al., 2020). Crossref, Scopus, Microsoft Academic, and
the Web of Science index the metadata of publications
without providing search capabilities on the full-texts.
Thus they are not relevant for our purpose. In contrast,
Google Scholar and Dimensions index papers in full-text.
Google Scholar has the largest coverage of the peer-
reviewed and non-peer-reviewed literature (e.g., preprints,
dissertations, reports, white papers) but it does not provide
any API to programmatically access its data (Else, 2018;
Van Noorden, 2014a).

We opted for Dimensions (Herzog et al., 2020) as it
provides an API to query metadata and full-text.10 Its cov-
erage of the peer-reviewed literature is one of the most
comprehensive (Visser et al., 2020). Each bibliographic
record comes with a set of metadata: title, byline, venue,
publisher, publication year, DOI when available, among
others. The document type (e.g., article, proceedings
paper, monograph, book, and preprint), citation count,
and Altmetric Attention Score are also provided.

The next section details the method used to identify the
characteristic text chunks in the SCIgen grammar, expected
to be used as fingerprint-queries submitted to Dimensions.

3.2.2 | Analyzing the SCIgen grammar to
identify fingerprint-queries

We downloaded the SCIgen grammar11 and analyzed it to
spot fingerprints. Two types of fingerprints were selected.
On the one hand, long text chucks such as the aforemen-
tioned examples were selected. On the other hand, we
selected several shorter text chunks of a given rule turned as
a conjunctive Boolean query, using Dimensions' search
capabilities. A typical example is the rule SCI_INTRO_A
producing:

Many SCI_PEOPLE would agree that, had it not been for

SCI_GENERIC_NOUN, the SCI_ACT might never have

occurred XXX

where:

• SCI_PEOPLE yields information theorists, cyberneti-
cists, cryptographers, futurists …

• SCI_GENERIC_NOUN expands as
SCI_BUZZWORD_ADJ followed by
SCI_BUZZWORD_NOUN:

FIGURE 1 Candidate fingerprints inferred from selected rules

of the Mathgen grammar
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� SCI_BUZZWORD_ADJ yields psychoacoustic,
empathic, symbiotic, stochastic …

� SCI_BUZZWORD_NOUN yields methodologies, arche-
types, epistemologies …

• SCI_ACT expands as understanding of SCI_THING
(Note: we stop expanding here).

• XXX is list of zero to seven references followed by a
full stop.

The fixed part of the rule is a promising fingerprint-
query: [“would agree that, had it not been for”
AND “might never have occurred”]. The AND con-
junctive Boolean operator combines two phrases delineated
with quotes. For each promising fingerprint-query we sub-
mitted the following query12 to the Dimensions API:

search publications in full_data for "{fingerprint-

query}"

where year >= 2005

and type in [ "article", "chapter", "preprint",

"proceeding" ]

return publications [id+year+type+doi+title

+journal+proceedings_title+

publisher+book_title+open_access_categories+

times_cited+atmetric+linkout]

limit 1000

The search targets the full_data index corresponding
to publications indexed in full-text. The where clause filters
out publications published before 2005, which is when
SCIgen was created. We only retain publications that
are journal articles, proceedings papers, book chapters, and
preprints. This leaves out two other types Dimension
indexes: monographs and books. The return clause spec-
ifies the metadata to output for the matching publications:
ID, year, type, and so on. The top 20 results are provided
unless one specifies a higher number with the limit clause;
we increased it to themaximum value of 1,000.

The authors reviewed the results of each promising
fingerprint-query to drop those returning too many false
positives. For instance [“We ran” AND “on commodity
operating systems, such as”] seemed characteris-
tic of SCIgen to us but we found several clearly genuine
papers matching it and we disqualified this fingerprint-
query as a result. Finding false positives was easier when
sorting results by decreasing citation counts or Altmetric
attention scores: genuine papers (i.e., false positives) were
usually at the top of the list. This assessment task led to
the delineation of the final set of 258 fingerprint-queries
(see Supporting information). On May 20, 2020, we sub-
mitted these queries to the Dimensions API which
retrieved 3,755 search results corresponding to 298 publi-
cations when grouping by publication ID.

The next section evaluates this result both in terms of
precision and recall.

3.2.3 | Evaluating the list of flagged
nonsensical papers

The authors jointly assessed each of the 298 publications,
tagging it with either “contains nonsensical SCIgen text” or
“entirely genuine” (see Supporting information). We relied
on several evidence conveyed by both full-text and figures.
First, we looked up the matching fingerprint-queries in the
full-text. Second, SCIgen-generated figures usually stand
out: (a) the labels on X and Y axes refer to units (e.g., CPU
cycles) that most of the time do not appear in the full-text,
(b) the graphs show random data points, (c) incoherent dia-
grams connect boxes with arrows without any meaning.
We were unable to access the full-text for 12 documents
(4% of the corpus) and marked them as “contains nonsensi-
cal SCIgen text” based on titles and abstracts only. This
section reports qualitative observations and a quantitative
analysis of the effectiveness of the proposed method.

Qualitative observations. We used the DOIs included
in the Dimensions results to get to the landing pages of
the publishers. These usually provide a link to download
the paper as PDF that might be subscription-based. We
downloaded the PDFs from our universities' network
(when these subscribed to the contents) and we used
other sources such as open archives, social networks, and
personal archives (Labbé & Labbé, 2013). When none of
these methods was successful, we used Libgen and Sci-
Hub (Cabanac, 2016) as last resort. Table 1 lists the exam-
ples we discuss in this section, we refer to each case with
its letter, for example, Table 1C for case “C”.

Some papers appeared to be retracted, see the Quanti-
tative Analysis paragraph for a comprehensive report. We
noticed a great variability in reporting retractions among
publishers, such as:

• The IEEE, as the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers, did not present all retractions the same
way, with landing pages showing:
� A retraction notice with the original paper

(Table 1A and Figure 2).
� A retraction notice with abstract only and no full

paper. Some notices indicate:
• a violation of quality criteria (e.g., Table 1B).
• other reasons such as “due to non-receipt of a

completed Copyright form” in Table 1C.
� An empty page (Table 1D, i.e., with no information

at all even not an error message). Most of these
papers can still be found in the table of contents of
the conference proceedings, such as Table 1E.
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• SPIE, as the Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation
Engineers, provides retraction notices without any
access to the abstract or original text (Table 1F).
Springer-Nature also adopted this approach in the past,
see Table 1G and the publishers' statement.13 Note that
the publisher even rebuilt the online proceedings.

• Science domain International provides no content at
all: the paper was silently removed from the table of
contents and no retraction notice is to be found
(Table 1H). We note, however, that the abstract of
this paper was deposited at Crossref and is still
available.14

Among the 298 retrieved papers that we jointly
assessed, 249 papers (83.6%) contain nonsensical SCIgen
text. Most of the authors appear to have used the PDF as
generated by SCIgen without any modifications. For some
papers, however, authors or typesetters made changes on:

• The text: some paragraphs were rewritten in the
abstract of Table 1I to match the topic of the venue:
materials research. The abstract mentions “the shock
wave damage on structures in the roadway during gas
explosion” while the entire body of the paper is
SCIgen-generated.

TABLE 1 List of publications discussed in the “qualitative observations” section

ID DOI Publisher Year Archived at

A 10.1109/icicta.2014.193 IEEE 2014 archive.org

B 10.1109/wartia.2014.6976397 IEEE 2014 archive.org

C 10.1109/iccms.2010.402 IEEE 2010 archive.org

D 10.1109/itaic.2011.6030284 IEEE 2011 archive.org

E 10.1109/iccms16551.2010 IEEE 2010 archive.org

F 10.1117/12.836794 SPIE 2009 archive.org

G 10.1007/978-3-642-31698-2_58 Springer-Nature 2011 archive.org

H 10.9734/jgeesi/2019/v20i230101 Sciencedomain Int. 2019 crossref.org

I 10.4028/www.scientific.net/amr.143-144.62 Trans Tech Publications 2011 archive.org

J 10.21744/irjmis.v2i5.66 Suryasa and Sons 2015 archive.org

K 10.21767/2172-0479.100093 Scitechnol Biosoft 2016 archive.org

L 10.1109/icbnmt.2009.5347823 IEEE 2009 archive.org

M 10.1109/iccms.2010.311 IEEE 2010 archive.org

N 10.1109/iceta.2011.6112609 IEEE 2009 archive.org

O 10.2991/iiicec-15.2015.111 Atlantis Press 2015 archive.org

P 10.1088/1755-1315/94/1/012054 IOP Publishing 2017 archive.org

Q 10.32013/aubagie Crossref 2018 archive.org

R 10.11591/ijeecs.v3.i1.pp157-163 IAES 2016 archive.org

Notes: DOIs link to computer-generated papers. We use a proper reference in the bibliography for genuine papers only.

FIGURE 2 Example of the IEEE retracted paper Table 1A with retraction notice and original text
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• The layout was changed for Table 1J and Table 1K,
probably during copy-editing.

• The figures:
� SCIgen figures were redrawn in Table 1L.
� The famous Lena picture (Munson, 1996) was added

in Table 1M.

A fraction of the 249 papers (6 papers, 2%) explicitly
mention SCIgen and use SCIgen-generated text to exem-
plify SCIgen usage or output. They either discuss the
anatomy of SCIgen papers and their deceptive uses
(Bohannon, 2015; Djuric, 2015; Hlava, 2016;
Holman, 2009), detect nonsensical papers (Nguyen &
Labbé, 2018), or are part of a sting operation to validate a
method detecting low-quality conferences (Zhuang
et al., 2007).

All 243 remaining papers (98%) feature SCIgen mate-
rials non-explicitly: they do not warn the reader that
SCIgen-generated text appears in these papers. There is
no caveat about the meaningless nature of some passages.
We hypothesize that such paragraphs were used as
padding:

• Two SCIgen paragraphs were used for padding in
Table 1N. The introduction features SCIgen text
(in bold) that seems to have been edited to enhance
coherence.

Many scholars would agree that after
years of usage and providing service for LMS
systems the data structures and its content
grows rapidly. (…) Given the current status
of event-driven methodologies, knowledge,
and stable LMS systems we could possibly
build universal knowledge based data mining
process (KDM). KDM will be the proper …

But the “analysis” section contains unmodified
SCIgen text:

Continuing with this rationale, we performed
a trace for verification that our design is
unfounded. This is a technical property of our
application. We ran a month-long trace verify-
ing that our model is not feasible.

Another example includes a 16-line SCIgen paragraph
in the middle of paper referenced in Table 1O.

• The SCIgen figures were added to Table 1P: the units
and labels of the axis are not coherent with the text.
Only one fingerprint-query retrieved this paper: We

use our previously evaluated results as a basis for all of
these assumptions.

Tongue-in-cheek, Crossref used a SCIgen paper
(Table 1Q) to showcase its technology, indexing a SCIgen
paper under the name of the fake author Josiah
Carberry.15

Another case features a plagiarism report that Dimen-
sion indexed in lieu of the original SCIgen paper
(Table 1R) whose text was annotated and linked to
38 potentially plagiarized sources (Figure 3). Each indi-
vidual source appears to be 1% plagiarized only, which
can happen for genuine papers when authors reuse a def-
inition, use standard sentences (e.g., “This paper is
organised as follows”) or when the plagiarism detector
does not discard headers, footers, and references that are
common to many genuine papers. Despite a reported 36%
similarity index, there is no clear evidence of plagiarism
since all sources represent 1% only each. The user of the
plagiarism detector might not flag this paper as nonsensi-
cal. At the time of writing, this paper is still available at
the publisher's without any mention of its SCIgen nature.

This section discussed the qualitative aspects of the
dataset collected. We now study the performance of
the proposed method from a quantitative viewpoint.

Quantitative analysis. Figure 4 shows the number of
fingerprint-queries matching each of the 298 retrieved
documents. It reveals the precision of the nonsensical
paper detector:

• With only one matching fingerprint-query, 48% of the
documents retrieved contain SCIgen materials.
The remaining part is made of genuine papers (false
positives) matching fingerprint-queries such as “Our
design avoids this overhead” in (Yu and Vahdat,
2005, p. 34).

• With more than one matching fingerprint-query, the
detector is 100% correct and no false positives were
found.

The bi-modal distribution in Figure 4 suggests that
most detected papers contain either few (1–4) SCIgen
extracts or a lot of them (19–41). We hypothesize that the
first case corresponds to papers where SCIgen was used
as padding (for a few paragraphs only) or papers that
Dimensions indexed with their abstract only, having no
access to their full-text.

Overall, our method has a 83.6% precision (249 papers
“containing SCIgen”) and an unknown recall as the total
number of papers containing SCIgen text is unknown
(Figure 5). As a way to estimate recall, we collected the
entire catalog of Atlantis Press (N = 123,259 publications)
as of April 19, 2020, an open-access publisher whose
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papers appeared in the results (Table 1O). We ran the
classifier of (Labbé & Labbé, 2013) that has a 100% preci-
sion and 100% recall on unmodified SCIgen-generated
papers. This detector did not yield any new Atlantis
paper compared to the 39 problematic papers we identi-
fied with the fingerprint-query method (Figure 6). We
noted that this classifier failed to flag papers containing
only a few SCIgen sentences used as padding
(e.g., Table 1N,O). This suggests that the fingerprint-

query method is effective to identify all unmodified
SCIgen-generated papers and some (recall to be assessed)
papers with SCIgen padding. A caveat applies: Dimen-
sions indexes the titles and abstracts of the papers in its
catalog, two-thirds of these being indexed in full-text
(Herzog et al., 2020, p. 392). Our fingerprint-query
method is likely to miss some papers containing SCIgen
in the body of the text only (neither in the title nor in the
abstract).
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51% of the nonsensical papers

detected featured less than 5 fingerprint-queries.

FIGURE 4 Number of fingerprint-

queries matching each document

retrieved with Dimensions (N = 298)

[Color figure can be viewed at

wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 3 A plagiarism report (right) that Dimensions indexed in lieu of the original SCIgen-generated paper (left) shown with the

allegedly plagiarized passages (Table 1R). This is an illustration of a plagiarism software failing to unambiguously detect a SCIgen-generated

paper [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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3.2.4 | Limitations of the nonsensical
publication detector

Based on the assessment of the papers retrieved, we per-
formed a failure analysis per fingerprint-query (Table 2).
Most fingerprint-queries show a 100% precision (87.6%,
226/258). A positive yet weaker precision in range [47%,
97%] (median 83%) is achieved by 21 fingerprint-queries. A
detailed study of the pros and cons of each fingerprint-
query could lead to increase precision without recall loss.
Eleven fingerprint-queries retrieved zero papers (see
Supporting information). Albeit retrieving no papers via
Dimensions, these 11 fingerprint-queries match documents
via Google Scholar. Manual examination suggests that the
results correspond to publications in venues with ISSNs but
without DOIs. This limitation reflects the lower coverage of
Dimensions compared to Google Scholar (see Section 3.2.1).

The proposed detection method relies on the
examination of the generative grammar to identify

fingerprint-queries. With undisclosed grammars
(e.g., the SBIR grant proposal generator mentioned in
Section 1), one can infer the fingerprint-queries from a
sample of generated texts.

The next section presents a scientometric study of
the nonsensical papers we found with the proposed
method.

4 | SCIENTOMETRIC STUDY OF
THE NONSENSICAL SCIGEN-
GENERATED PUBLICATIONS

The detector retrieved 249 papers containing SCIgen text
out of which 6 are genuine publications. These 6 publica-
tions explicitly mention the generated nature of the text
and acknowledge its SCIgen origin. In this section, we
performed a scientometrics study on the remaining
243 papers only.

Measure %

Precision 83.6

249 49 Recall / Sensitivity Unknown

nwonknUerocS 1F)rorrE I epyT( evitisop eslaFevitisop eurT

Unknown Unknown

False negative (Type II Error) True negative

Total 494,149,75nwonknUnwonknU

Total

298

57,941,196

True status of a paper indexed by Dimensions

Contains SCIgen-generated text Without SCIgen-generated text

D
et

ec
to

r'
s 

o
u
tp

u
t

Contains SCIgen-generated text

Without SCIgen-generated text

FIGURE 5 Evaluation of the fingerprint-queries approach on the complete index of Dimensions. Precision only can be computed.

Recall is unknown as the number of true versus false negatives is unknown for the 57,941,196 papers that the detector considered as genuine

Measure %

Precision 100.0

39 0 Recall / Sensitivity 100.0

0.001erocS 1F)rorrE I epyT( evitisop eslaFevitisop eurT

0 123,220

False negative (Type II Error) True negative

Total 952,321022,32193

True status of a paper published by Atlantis Press

Contains SCIgen-generated text Without SCIgen-generated text Total

D
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r'
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o
u
tp

u
t

Contains SCIgen-generated text 39

Without SCIgen-generated text 123,220

FIGURE 6 Evaluation of the fingerprint-queries approach on the complete catalog of the Atlantis Press publisher (N = 123,259). The

number of true negatives was estimated by a classifier that proved to detect unmodified SCIgen-generated papers with a 100% recall and

100% precision (Labbé & Labbé, 2013)
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4.1 | When and which type of published
nonsensical papers

As commented in Section 1, Springer and IEEE ret-
racted or erased the nonsensical conference publica-
tions reported in 2014 (Van Noorden, 2014b). Since
then, empirical data shows that this problem has not
been tackled by the entire publishing industry.
Figure 4 shows the yearly number of detected nonsen-
sical documents. This recurring problem occurred with
a small number of cases (ranging from 1 to 59) over
the years.

Questionable preprints, chapters, and journal articles
were detected, in addition to papers in conference

proceedings. The two peaks of 2014 and 2019 correspond to
articles mostly: journals are not immune to nonsensical
publications.

4.2 | When and which publishers
endorsed nonsensical papers

Figure 8 shows a longitudinal analysis per publisher. The
top four publishers account for 77.0% of all nonsensical
publications.

Year 2020 should be considered with caution as
data collection occurred in May. All 2019 cases were
journal articles (Figure 7) that were mostly (91.5%)

TABLE 2 Failure analysis: Assessment of the effectiveness of the fingerprint-queries

ID Fingerprint-query TP TP + FP Prec

147 “this may or may not actually hold in reality” 68 68 1.00

148 “the exact opposite” AND “on this property for correct
behavior”

68 68 1.00

231 “Now for the climactic analysis of” 63 63 1.00

235 “operator error alone cannot account for these results” 54 54 1.00

239 “the curve in” AND “should look familiar; it is better known
as”

53 53 1.00

141 “we use our previously” AND “results as a basis for all of these
assumptions”

52 52 1.00

142 “the question is, will”AND “satisfy all of these assumptions?” 51 51 1.00

219 “our experiments soon proved that” AND “was more effective
than” AND “them, as previous work suggested”

51 51 1.00

237 “the results come from only” AND “trial runs, and were not
reproducible”

51 51 1.00

232 “the many discontinuities in the graphs point to” AND
“introduced with our hardware upgrades”

50 50 1.00

… … … … …

8 “In recent years, much research has been devoted to the” AND
“few have”

26 32 0.81

132 “Is fraught with difficulty, largely due to” 12 15 0.80

79 “after years of significant research into” 4 5 0.80

116 “which embodies the practical principles of” 5 7 0.71

86 “after years of extensive research into” 4 6 0.67

92 “after years of natural research into” 2 3 0.67

127 “our focus here” AND “is not on whether” AND “but rather
on”

5 10 0.50

213 “simulating it in software” 3 6 0.50

25 “is defined not only by the” AND “but also by the key need for” 1 2 0.50

128 “do not necessarily obviate the need for” 9 19 0.47

Notes: Fingerprint-queries with 100% precision sorted by decreasing number of captured papers (top 10 over a set of 226 fingerprint-queries) and the bottom 10
fingerprint-queries. Each row shows the ID of a fingerprint-query and its syntax (see Supporting information). TP stands for “true positives” (i.e., number of papers
retrieved by the fingerprint-query and containing SCIgen text). FP stands for “false positives” (i.e., number of papers retrieved by the fingerprint-query and not containing

SCIgen text). “Prec” stands for precision: TP/(TP + FP).
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published by BEIESP, a publisher founded in 2010 in
India. The 54 BEIESP nonsensical publications found
appeared in three journals indexed by Scopus in years
2018–2019 and now marked with “coverage discon-
tinued in Scopus”16:

• International Journal of Innovative Technology and
Exploring Engineering (27 cases).

• International Journal of Recent Technology and
Engineering (21 cases).

• International Journal of Engineering and Advanced
Technology (6 cases).

The second peak of Figure 7 in 2014 relates mostly
(82.0%, 32/39) to Trans Tech Publications (Figure 8), a
publisher founded in 1967 in Switzerland. Among the
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FIGURE 7 Yearly distribution of the 243 documents containing SCIgen text that we detected as of May 20, 2020, with yearly share of

document types [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 8 Yearly number of papers containing SCIgen-generated text by publisher, whose acronyms are given in full in Table 3. Year

2020 is incomplete as the data were collected on May 20, 2020 [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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32 nonsensical publications, 27 were published in
the journal Applied Mechanics and Materials indexed by
Scopus over 2005–2015 and now marked with “coverage
discontinued in Scopus.”

A third smaller peak of Figure 7 appears in 2010 with
IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers)
proceeding papers mostly (72.0%, 18/25). Founded in
1963 in the United States, the IEEE is a professional
association and leading publisher in these fields. Most of
these papers are still indexed by search engines but not
available anymore from the IEEE online library. This
phenomenon is described in more detail later (Table 3).
After being publicly exposed (Van Noorden, 2014b), only
two problematic publications were published after 2014
(Figure 8).

The fourth and last peak of Figure 7 in 2009 concerns
two publishers that appear to have published problematic
papers in 2009 only. ASME International is the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, founded in 1880 in the
United States. Nine problematic ASME publications
appeared in the proceedings of ICACTE 2009, the Interna-
tional Conference on Advanced Computer Theory and Engi-
neering, including more than 230 papers and are still sold
as book chapters. SPIE stands for the Society of Photo-
Optical Instrumentation Engineers, founded in 1955 in
the United States. Nine SPIE problematic publications
appeared in the proceedings of PIAGENG 2009 (Intelligent
Information, Control, and Communication Technology for
Agricultural Engineering) including 111 proceeding papers.
These nine papers were retracted in November 2015.

TABLE 3 Distribution by publisher of the 243 nonsensical papers found to contain SCIgen materials

Publisher Access
Indexed papers containing SCIgen materials

Total = Unnoticed + Retracted + Disappeared

Trans Tech Publications C 57 57

BEIESP O 54 54

Atlantis Press O 39 39

IEEE C 36 3 3 30

ASME International C 9 9

SPIE O 9 9

IOP Publishing O 8 8

EDP Sciences O 2 2

IAES O 2 2

Scitechnol Biosoft C 2 2

Zibeline International Publishing O 2 2

American Scientific Publishers C 1 1

ACM C 1 1

Sciencedomain International C 1 1

Suryasa and Sons C 1 1

Taylor & Francis C 1 1

Universidad Catolica Luis Amigo O 1 1

Elsevier O 16 16

Society of Psychoceramics O 1 1

Total of open access O 134 124 9 1

Total of closed access C 109 73 3 33

Grand total 243 197 12 34

Notes: The “Access” column is “C” for closed access versus “O” for open access papers. Each paper was accessed by resolving its DOI. The publisher's landing
page either (a) provided the paper without any notice (“Unnoticed”), or (b) provided a retraction notice, with or without the paper (“Retracted”), or (c) was a
blank page providing neither metadata nor paper (“Disappeared”). Two publishers are separated from the others: Elsevier published 16 papers as SSRN
preprints and the Society of Psychoceramics is a fake publisher used by Crossref to demonstrate their services (see http://psychoceramics.labs.crossref.org).
Abbreviations: ACM, Association for Computing Machinery; BEIESP, Blue Eyes Intelligence Engineering and Sciences Publication; IAES, Institute of

Advanced Engineering and Science; IEEE, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers; SPIE, The International Society for Optics and Photonics.
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The top four publishers of Figure 8 include Atlantis
Press, founded in 2006 in France, which has published
39 problematic open access publications between 2012
and 2018. Most of the publishers in Figure 8 were not
listed in the Beall's list of potential predatory journals and
publishers,17 a notable exception being BEIESP.

At this point, we studied the yearly occurrence of prob-
lematic papers per publisher. A remaining question is:
how many of these papers have been retracted already?

4.3 | Retraction status of the published
nonsensical papers

Table 3 shows that 4.9% (12/243) of the problematic papers
appear as retracted on the publishers' platforms. We labeled
the remaining 231 papers as “Disappeared” (34, 14.0%) for
papers not available anymore and “Unnoticed” (197, 81.1%)
for papers provided without any notice or caveat. As of
November 5, 2020, none of these 197 unnoticed problematic
papers have been commented on PubPeer,18 which suggests
that neither the publishers nor whistleblowers reported
these nonsensical papers. Most of them were neither cited
nor mentioned on social media (Section 4.5.2).

The per-publisher analysis shows that only five publishers
took action. The leading twowere SPIE, retracting nine papers
that now appear with a withdrawn notice19 and IEEE whose
problematic publications were either erased without any
notice (81.0%, 30/37) or retracted as in Figure 2 (8.1%, 3/37).

Table 3 also shows that, for any given publisher, all the
problematic papers they published are provided under a
single access model (open or closed). Problematic papers
provided under open and closed access are balanced. Dis-
carding the 16 SSRN preprints and the demo paper of
Crossref, there are 116 (i.e., 133 – 16 � 1) open access ver-
sus 110 closed access papers problematic papers. Most prob-
lematic papers were in closed access in the early years
(2009–2014, Trans Tech Publications and IEEE mostly) and
this has shifted as recent cases appeared in open access
publications by BEIESP and Atlantis Press.

4.4 | Origin of the published nonsensical
papers

All 243 papers were affiliated to one country each, none fea-
tured a cross-country collaboration. The author affiliations of
the 243 papers were in China (156, 64.2%), India (54, 22.2%),
Indonesia (3, 1.2%), as well as Belgium, Iran, Poland, Slova-
kia, and the United States with one paper each (0.4% each).
For 25 papers (10.3%), no affiliations appeared or the country
could not be determined (e.g., complete affiliation reading as
“Independent”). We did not contact the authors to check if

they were aware of these papers published with their names
in the bylines. It cannot be excluded that malicious people
have generated a SCIgen paper with other individuals' iden-
tity as authors. With this caveat in mind, these problematic
papers seem to come from a few places in the world only.

4.5 | Impact of the published
nonsensical papers

The following sections consider outward and inward
links to the nonsensical papers, in terms of citations and
Altmetric Attention Score.

4.5.1 | References: Outward links from
nonsensical publications

Some problematic papers appear to reference genuine pub-
lications in their bibliographies. This section discusses
selected cases without being exhaustive.

We found several instances of this in BEIESP journals
and on the SSRN preprint server. These references from
nonsensical papers effectively count in bibliographic
databases such as Google Scholar. The BEIESP bibliogra-
phies overlap and share some common references from
recurring authors, suggesting a citation cartel aiming at
h-index manipulation (Antkare, 2020).

As anecdotal evidence, 29 of the 54 BEIESP problematic
papers cite the paper titled “Routing alogrithm over semi-
regular tessellations” that appeared in 2013 in the IEEE
Conference on Information & Communication Technologies
under doi:10.1109/cict.2013.6558279 (see Supporting infor-
mation). Surprisingly, the title features a typo: alogrithm
instead of algorithm. Note that this paper contains no
SCIgen materials, however. While the authors of all 29 citing
BEIESP SCIgen-generated papers are different from the
“alogrithm” authors, they all belong to the same research
institute. According to IEEE Xplore, the paper had “50 Full
Text Views” only as of November 13, 2020. Scopus reported
252 citations to this “alogrithm” paper, this total number
including the 29 problematic papers (11.5%). Moreover,
only two citations (less than 1%) came from papers whose
authors were affiliated to another institute.

4.5.2 | Citations: Inward links to nonsensical
publications

Dimensions reported citations for 3.3% (N = 8) of the 243
problematic publications. Two papers have three citations,
two papers have two citations, and six papers were
cited once.
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We checked the retracted SPIE paper titled A meth-
odology for the simulation of digital-to-analog converters
(doi:10.1117/12.836788) for which Dimensions listed
three citing IEEE papers. After manual examination,
none of these three papers cited the SPIE retracted
paper, which highlights flaws in the citation index of
Dimensions. Google Scholar reported no citations to
this SPIE retracted paper. Martín-Martín et al. (2020)
published a recent comparison of the coverage of cita-
tion indexes. They found that 7% of the citations found
by Dimensions are not indexed by Google Scholar. Our
case study illustrates a situation where Google Scholar
is more accurate than Dimensions.

We also checked the paper Contrasting Congestion
Control and the Producer-Consumer Problem Using
Pleaseman (doi:10.1166/asl.2013.4571) for which Dimen-
sions reported one citation. This citation, also reported by
Google Scholar, comes from a disappeared IEEE SCIgen-
generated publication (doi:10.1109/qr2mse.2013.6626013)
entitled Evaluation of the Producer-Consumer Problem.
The original bibliography of the citing paper, generated
by SCIgen with random references, was intentionally rep-
laced by references to both genuine and SCIgen-
generated publications. For instance, the SCIgen-
sentence “a litany of previous work supports our use of
sensor networks [1, 2]” mentions the “Pleaseman”
problematic paper (reference 1) and a genuine paper
(reference 2). Reference 24 is a retracted SPIE paper.
This citing publication Evaluation of the Producer-
Consumer Problem is an example of a SCIgen-
generated paper with a completely modified bibliogra-
phy that cites already published publications. We see
two motivations for this. First, citation manipulation to
increase citation counts. Second, a game of whack-a-
mole, as publications with genuine references fool the
citation-based method (Xiong & Huang, 2009) that
detects the non-existing references generated by
SCIgen (see Section 2).

We also reviewed the Altmetric Attention Score
provided by Dimensions for each paper. Only 3 papers
out of 243 (1.2%) have a positive score of one,
reflecting one mention each in Twitter. One tweet was
posted by a journal to promote the problematic paper
it published. Two tweets were critical comments by
readers who reported the generated nature of the
papers.20

4.6 | Prevalence of SCIgen-generated
publications

Let us now estimate the prevalence of nonsensical publi-
cations, that is, the share of such published papers in the

literature. We assume that the 243 papers we found con-
stitute the entire set of existing nonsensical papers
(i.e., no false negatives in Dimension, see Figure 5). This
assumption allows a conservative estimation: we thus
compute the lower bound of the prevalence of nonsensi-
cal papers. Dimensions indexing 58 million articles, chap-
ters, and proceedings papers between 2005 and 2020, we
can estimate the prevalence of nonsensical papers as 4.29
papers every one million papers. Since most SCIgen
papers were published in Computer Science venues, we
can reassess this estimation. Dimensions reports 3.3 mil-
lion indexed documents of the three aforementioned
types, on the same period, in the field of “Information
and Computing Sciences.” This translates into 75 nonsen-
sical papers for every one million papers in computer
science.

5 | CONCLUSION

Unexpectedly, the scientific literature includes computer-
generated nonsensical papers getting published and sold
by various publishers. Our contribution to the under-
standing of this detrimental phenomenon is twofold. We
proposed a detection method and a scientometric study
of the detected nonsensical papers.

The detection method identifies grammar-generated
text in publications using a third-party academic search
engine. It yields a 83.6% precision when applied to the
Dimensions search engine to detect SCIgen-generated
papers. Most of the 243 nonsensical papers detected went
unnoticed to date: 197 papers are available, sometimes
sold, without any warning or withdrawal notice. The
scientometric portrait of these 197 papers shows they are
affiliated to China and India mostly. Both closed and open
access venues include such generated papers. They
appeared in journals, conference proceedings, as book chap-
ters, and preprints. The prevalence of SCIgen-generated
publications in the computing literature is estimated to
75 nonsensical papers per million (a conservative estimate).
Bibliography analysis reveals striking examples of citation
manipulation. SCIgen-generated references were intention-
ally modified to include selected papers/authors/journals/
publishers. This misconduct increases the citation counts
fraudulently.

Our method is suited to detect all papers issued by
grammar-based generators. With the advances of artifi-
cial intelligence writing capabilities (New chapter in
intelligence writing [Editorial], 2020) and the remaining
pressure to publish, new AI-powered generators are yet
to be exposed. Flagging nonsensical, incoherent, redun-
dant, poorly informative, or contradictory publications
calls for enhanced tools to screen the scientific literature.
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ENDNOTES
1 https://pdos.csail.mit.edu/scigen/
2 https://dev.null.org/dadaengine/
3 https://thatsmathematics.com/blog/mathgen/
4 https://github.com/birkenfeld/scigen-physics
5 https://www.nadovich.com/chris/randprop/
6 https://resource-cms.springernature.com/springer-cms/rest/v1/
content/32044/data/v3

7 https://oaspa.org/springer-membership-of-oaspa-is-reinstated/
8 https://www.springer.com/gp/about-springer/media/press-
releases/corporate/scidetect/54166

9 https://thatsmathematics.com/mathgen/
10 Free API for scientometric research https://www.dimensions.ai/

scientometric-research
11 https://github.com/strib/scigen/blob/master/scirules.in distrib-

uted under GPL-2.0.
12 The documentation of this domain specific language is at https://

docs.dimensions.ai/dsl
13 https://www.springer.com/?SGWID=0-1760813-6-1460747-0
14 https://api.crossref.org/works/doi/10.9734/jgeesi/2019/

v20i230101
15 Josiah Carberry is a famous fictional author, see https://orcid.

org/0000-0002-1825-0097 and https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Josiah_S._Carberry

16 See “Discontinued sources from Scopus” at https://www.elsevier.
com/solutions/scopus/how-scopus-works/content and
(Cortegiani et al., 2020).

17 https://beallslist.net, see also Chawla (2017) for caveats about
this list.

18 https://pubpeer.com, see also Barbour and Stell (2020).
19 This paper has been identified by SPIE as fraudulent and was

withdrawn on November 13, 2015.
20 In English: https://twitter.com/global_gjrr/status/

1027771643030982657 and https://twitter.com/Rodrigo_UMA/
status/981849888613945344 for problematic papers in Global
Journal of Research and Review and SSRN that are still unnoticed
(i.e., not retracted); in Japanese https://twitter.com/kotabe/
status/182889286255910913 for a problematic IEEE proceedings
paper published in 2010 and now disappeared (Table 3).
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